
LoganAir is Scotland’s airline. It’s been in business for 53 years, flying from a number 
of airports in Scotland to the Highlands and Islands and, increasingly, to key airports 
in England. As well as its scheduled flights, it provides vital ‘lifeline’ services for the 
Scottish Air Ambulance and the Royal Mail. 

LoganAir: A Timely analytics solution Harnessing data 
to drive On Time Performance 

The Scottish Islands remain a core part of LoganAir’s business. It operates the shortest 

scheduled service in the world - the Orkney Inter-Island air service which takes just 50 

seconds - to take kids and teachers from one island to the other, while on Barra it’s the only 

air service in the world to land on a beach. While novel for some, these services, for many, 

are a lifeline. But with it comes a set of unique constraints around LoganAir’s operaIons - 

other airlines don’t have a flight schedule governed by Ides. 

Making sure that any airline flies on on time across its whole network is a huge challenge. 

But as well as the oLen unique constraints, a number of more commonly faced factors 

can affect LoganAir’s performance - weather, technical problems, crew, airports. As such, 

the airline faced operational challenges around punctuality and reliability. And with recent 

legislation introduced to compensate for delayed or cancelled flights, the airline not only 

faced customer service issues, but a significant financial risk too. 

“We have a number of challenges every day,” says Maurice Boyle, director of operaIons at 

LoganAir, “but the main driver for the business is time. It’s all about time. We were drowning 

in data but unable to turn it into meaningful information. We needed to see instantly if we 

are having a good day or if we are having a bad day, and what the reasons behind our 

performance are - good or otherwise.” 

The airline wanted to communicate its operational challenges internally, quickly, to help 

its staff make better, faster decisions to turn around the performance. This meant an 

increased focus on the data. But LoganAir’s existing processes were cumbersome, labour-

intensive, fragile and slow. 

Previously, the airline would download raw data from the operational system; that 

would be worked into Excel and then one key member of staff had to turn this data into 

meaningful information for the team. With the cleanliness of the data oLen being an issue 
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and the propensity for human error, re-running multiple reports time and time again, was 

increasingly time-consuming and open to mistakes. 

“Our operaIng system produces so much data hat we couldn’t interpret and dissect it, 

analyse it or publish it to the wider airline in a format that was easily digestible,” says Boyle. 

Getting every different part of the airline to understand their part in saving time is critical. 

Part of Barrachd’s work with LoganAir was to get the data out of the operating system and 

present the information in a digestible format for different audiences. So the pilots, ground 

staff, engineering, crew, operaIons and marketing all get the information that they need. 

Barrachd worked closely with LoganAir to create a solution that integrates business 

intelligence (Cognos BI) and planning (Cognos TM1), using IBM’s Cognos Express. The 

resulting performance management platform supports the airline, and delivers key 

information to users. 

An interactive daily dashboard delivers high-level KPIs on delay and cancellation 

performance, with a series of drillable web reports set-up to email specified users regularly. 

Ad-hoc web-based flight analysis is offered in Cognos Workspace Advanced, while further 

analysis and reporting using Microsot Excel, allows users to slice & dice and develop their 

own reports within an Excel environment. 

The initial Cognos solution developed by Barrachd brings in data from the RAIDO flight 

scheduling system, which includes details on every flight, including departure & arrival 

times, delay codes and passenger numbers. Additional data allows the categorisation 

of flights by Business Type and Region too. Meanwhile, calculations are included for the 

potential costs of delays - including EC compensation payable on flights cancelled or 

delayed by more than 3 hours. This allows analysis of the potential cost of the delays by 

the various reasons and routes as well as the reasons behind any problems. 

“It has given us the ability to look closer at the operational performance of the airline, to 

measure and segment the day,” continues Boyle. “Previously we just measured the On 

Time Performance across the day. Now we’re able to segment it into waves. Getting the 

first wave of the day off on time is critical to ensuring the rest of the day being good. It’s 

really helped drive up our overall performance.” 

The analytics solution allows users to drill straight into individual routes, into individual city 

pairs, or into individual destinations and airports. They can now instantly see how these 

routes are performing. Previously the airline would just get a number that said 85% of 

flights were on time. Now they can quickly see everything on an individual level, enabling 

the business to target resources to address any issues. LoganAir can now minimise any 

disruption and come up with scenarios that will resolve any of these issues on the day. 

“There is a lot of mystique around the airline business,” concludes Boyle, “a lot of 

complexity and jargon. Barrachd came in and understood quickly that it’s about time. When 

you cut through everything, they have helped us create a tool that allows us to analyse 

where we were wasting time, where we were losing time, and where we could gain time.” 

Benefits

• Operational decision 

support, through the 

delivery of KPI and 

reporting to key personnel 

• Strategic planning on ‘one 

version of the truth’ 

• Increase speed to 

resolution, through 

automatic notifications and 

alerts 

• Automation of the reporting 

process

• A visual representation 

of the data, encouraging 

better and quicker decision 

making

• Getting information in the 

right format at the right 

time to the right people

• Creating confidence in the 

information and a true data-

driven culture

• The ability to model what-if 

scenarios based on past 

performance

“We were 
drowning 
in data but 
unable to 
turn it into 
meaningful 
information.”
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